MODULE SELECTION
WHICH TYPE OF MODULE DO YOU WANT?

do you want DALI?

no

yes

do you want to control each light individually?

no

yes

are you using modular wiring, suspended fittings or busbars?

no

yes

do you want to avoid addressing on site?

no

yes

do you want to control each light individually?

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

Circuit Switching Module Twelve Twelve
Switching of channels of luminaires.

Plug-in Module One Ten ZP
Switching of individual luminaires.

DALI Broadcast Module
Control and monitoring of DALI channels with no on-site addressing required.

DALI Buswire Module
Individual control & monitoring of DALI drivers along a shared conductor or cable.

DALI Plug-in Module
Individual control & monitoring of DALI drivers with no on-site addressing required.

You need to individually address every DALI device after installation ...